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Presidential Musings

A

s we look past lock-down
and the exciting prospect
of being able to meet
once again, it is important
to note that the Committee
of Management is backing
vaccinations. Vaccinations are
the best way to keep our members
as safe as possible from COVID-19, and allow us
to assemble in the biggest numbers allowed. As
such, for normal services and events there will
be a “No Vax No Entry policy”. The decision was
introduced to make our premises as secure as
possible during the pandemic. Please bring your
certificate of Vaccination with you when you come
to LBC. LBC has just received a community grant
of $2,500 to advertise and promote this policy. You
should recently have received a short survey asking
about your vaccination status and thoughts on it,
and are invited to an on-line event where people
in the community will speak of their experiences.
We will also have volunteers on hand to help
make appointments and get people to vaccination
centres. This event will be on Mitzvah Day, 21
November. There are also other activities planned
for that day giving you an opportunity to make a
difference in our community and beyond.
Our library office has been given a face lift. When
we reopen you will see the new desk and computer
that have been acquired with the Community Grant
we obtained.
We have five B'tei Mitzvah to celebrate before the
year is out - some that were delayed due to the
virus and others as scheduled. It will be a busy
period and one to test the new kitchen. I hope you
have seen photos of the new, refreshed kitchen
showing how rundown the old one had become.
I hope that families celebrating their simcha will
appreciate the update and that each of you will
soon experience it for yourself.
We have recently completed the annual cycle of the
High Holy Days. It was a very busy period for all of
us, particularly Rabbi Jonathan, Musical Director
Maurice and the cantorial soloists, Dana, Julian
and Laurence. Everyone should feel renewed after
joining together for the second year as a virtual on line community. ’Next year in the Sanctuary’.
Following the earthquake that we experienced on
September 22nd our community received messages
of support from Jocelyn Robuck, Executive Manager
UPJ, Professor Larry Lockshin, UPJ,
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Rabbi Nicole Roberts, Moetzah chair and Sandra
and Danny Hochberg, from the New Zealand
Progressive Community.
Ricci Ercegg completed her period assisting us over
the High Holydays. In that short time she was able
to allow us ‘catch up time’ in a number of tasks. We
wish Ricci well and thank her for her time with us.
We are now actively looking for a permanent parttime replacement having determined the skills we
need for the position.
Some of you may know that I initially considered
only serving as LBC’s President for some months.
However, I have decided to remain in the position
for the time being. This will provide stability and
make management of our centre easier.
Best wishes for the summer break and a slower
pace of life until the reality of life returns when the
school bell calls in 2022.
Michael Taft, LBC President

MEMBERS ARE ADVISED
The LBC management Committee has decided
that, for the safety of the community and our
staff, LBC will adopt the 'No Vax no entry' policy
in line with the State Government Covid advice.
Once the State Government allows us to reopen
for services and functions, LBC will require you
to exhibit your double vaccination certificate.
Please be certain to bring a copy with you on
your device or bring the paper copy with you.
The following rules will be strictly applied until
further notice as we welcome people back in
person:
Over-16s must check in and be doublevaccinated. Masks must be worn by all over
12s (except when eating and drinking!).
Please cooperate with those on duty to ensure
we observe these rules.
We will be continuing to offer on-line
streaming of most activities, as well as regular
phone and Zoom contact and support to those
who, for whatever reason, are not doublevaccinated.

FROM THE RABBI

E

veryone knows the
Chanukah story of the oil
which is the basis from
which we enjoy a surfeit of latkes
and doughnuts or ‘sufganiyot’ –
the story that makes Chanukah
‘the high cholesterol festival’!
And I hope you all appreciate
that the account of one day’s oil
miraculously lasting for eight
days is not true! I do say it each
year – it is just a story, only
added many hundreds of years
after the events of 168 BCE in
which Antiochus IV Epiphanes
outlawed the Jewish religion
and ordered the Jews to worship
Greek gods in the Temple. The oil
story is found in the Babylonian
Talmud (Shabbat 21b), which was
finalised about 475 CE, over 600
years later.
If we trim a wick and tend the
light and keep it out of all drafts,
perhaps it will last a little longer
– perhaps even a day and a half
instead of a day? But eight days
is beyond belief – and though we
may call that a miracle, the truth
is our Rabbis of old really didn’t
accept that sort of challenge to
the natural order, and neither
do I!
If only we knew how to make oil
(and coal, and gas) last eight
times as long, or at least cut the
emissions by 8!
The real miracle of Chanukah
is survival – we Jews are still
here, lighting the Menorah,
celebrating and publicising the
miracle of Jewish survival. But
it is not just survival for its
own sake – there must be more
to it. We have a message, an
understanding – that we human
beings are charged with taking
care of this world, created by
the spirit of the universe. We
have an obligation to take care
of its flora and fauna, to help
maintain its natural balance. It
is not ours to exploit and waste
and destroy – we must hand
it on to generations to come,
generations we will never know,

Rabbinic Reflection
who, like us, must use it as
their home, source of food and
drink, air and shelter. A rabbi
from 1400 years ago wrote in a
midrash on Ecclesiastes:
IN THE SAME HOUR that the Holy
Blessed One created the first
human being, God guided the
person before all the trees in the
Garden of Eden and said: See My
works, how fine and excellent
they are! Everything I have
created, I created for you. Think
about this carefully so that you
do not corrupt and devastate My
world: for if you corrupt it there
is no one to repair it after you.
(you’ll find it in our Siddur on p.83
as well as a list of environmental
references on p.682).
In the Torah we find a wide
range of what we might call
environmental stories and
directives: Creation, of course,
and our role to keep it all in
balance. The idea that God
owns the land, and it should
be returned to its custodian
families every 50 years, that
fields should have a fallow year
after every six of productivity,
that fruit trees should never be
cut down, that latrines should
be outside the camp, that
the Levite cities should have
common lands surrounding
them. Even the sovereign must
not gather an excess of houses
or horses. Water sources were
precious and protected – great
stones rolled over the wells to
reduce evaporation. And of
course we have the recognition
of the dependence on the rains
for the harvests, and the three
harvest festivals of the year. To
these many references, later
teachers and legislators added
many more, like the midrash
above. They developed the
commandment of ‘Bal Taskhit’,
do not waste. They tried
to protect the soil against
compaction, and forbade living
in cities without gardens. Smelly
industries had to be established
downwind and threshing floors

had to avoid
crosspollination.
The midrash
on B’reshit
teaches:
‘Even though
you may think
them superfluous in
this world, creatures
such as flies, bugs and gnats,
have their allotted task in the
scheme of creation’. And they
introduced prayers at different
times for dew, wind and rains,
and to pause before eating to
say a blessing and appreciate
the produce of the land.
There can be no doubt at all
that, within the understanding
of ‘ecology’ of the time, our
ancestors back through the
generations knew that survival
depended on living in harmony
with the earth. They lived and
knew what today we’d recognise
as ‘Sustainability’.
So, with the wiser leaders of the
nations gathered in Glasgow for
COP 26, with the climate crisis
unfolding increasingly rapidly,
and with the latest IPCC report
warning that ‘worsening impacts
are baked in for at least the next
two decades’, we bring you this
special edition of Profile. With
Chanukah approaching, we
remember that the real miracle
is survival. But we don’t await
a time when emissions will be
cut to an eighth by some miracle
– instead we all need to work
towards that goal, in every way
we can, and demand goals and
regulatory structures so the
whole world can get there, and
make it through, and so that
in another 2000 years, we can
still be lighting the menorah and
celebrating the survival of all
humanity!
Chag urim sameiakh – a happy
Festival of Lights!
Rabbi Jonathan
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SPECIAL FEATURE - LIVING OUR WORD
S P E C I A L F E AT U R E - C L I M AT E C H A N G E E D I T I O N

Living
Our Word
Dr. John Merory

How to live as if our promises to stop destroying life on Earth,
ceasing our polluting emissions and respecting nature mean
something.
My close friend and mentor, the late Professor Frank Fisher, had
on the front door of his humble apartment the famous quote from
Mahatma Gandhi: “Live simply so that others may simply live”.
Frank also emphasised systems studies and “social constructions”.
I challenge all the members of our faith and secular communities,
particularly those that have the benefit of a higher education, to be
concerned about greenhouse global heating, cruelty to their fellow
human beings and animals and habitat destruction, and to ‘Live
Their Word’ for a “green” recovery.

FOOD
Food production is a major producer of emissions, yet I don’t see much attempt to reduce
our intake of livestock in the form of meat, fish, poultry, eggs and dairy products. If we were
serious, we would be as vegan as possible. Only 10% of the calories fed to beef cattle end
up being consumed as meat. After all, the cows must live and metabolise. 36% of all grain
harvested is fed to livestock. The biggest cause of deforestation is pasture and grain for
livestock. It is no surprise that the livestock industries produce more greenhouse gases
(GHG) than all forms of transport added together: land, sea and air. They are sentient beings but producing
such massive populations of them purely for our own temporary benefit, and treating them so cruelly,
makes no sense ethically or environmentally.
It is amazing how much plant food can be grown from small patches of land: we converted our small lawn to
a food garden, and also participate in a very productive community organic food garden on 2 unused tennis
courts that had fallen into disrepair. We could do similar things on the land controlled by LBC and by the
members of LBC at their own residences.

TRANSPORT
Though temporarily curtailed by Covid, we have more cars and trucks than ever before,
the increase being mainly diesel and petrol powered. A financial counsellor friend for
small businesses is continually amazed that people do not realise that even cheap cars
cost us $6000 per year. Even pure electric vehicles have a significant carbon cost in
their manufacture, infrastructure in roads, parking lots, charging, etc, and do not decrease obesity and
sedentary lifestyle. Their advantage for health is a lack of exhaust emissions, and therefore little to no air
pollution while being driven, except for the wearing of their tyres (See article about EVs).
I cannot legally drive as I am recovering from brain injury and epilepsy. This has given me great insight into
the parlous state of our public transport, particularly in the North East of Melbourne. The infrastructure for
cyclists is so deficient it is embarrassing. High quality safe bike trails for commuting are rare and most are
discontinuous. Painted lines on roads are a feeble start, but dedicated safe cycling paths are needed, as
well as end of journey facilities. I have seen some popup bicycle lanes come and go, although hopefully the
more well used ones will stay. (Ed. note: don't forget we have a pair of bike racks at LBC)
My preferred forms of transport are walking and cycling. Next would come efficient, frequent, non-polluting
electric public transport if it existed. By not owning a car each we save $6000/year, I get daily exercise of
about 1-2 hours per day with more savings from reduced health costs, and am much more connected to my
local neighbourhood, the secular and faith groups, and the nonhuman species.
...continued overleaf
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LIVING OUR WORD ...continued

ENERGY
One of the best investments you can make is solar PV panels (ideally backed up with battery
storage). Payback can be in the region of 4-7 years. One can heat and cool room air and heat
water with reverse-cycle air conditioning (heat transfer technology) and cook with induction
plates, electric ovens and microwaves. You can charge your EV or bike Pedelec from your
solar system, for free! As a community we live in a solar paradise but still burn polluting
fossil fuels for energy, which makes no sense ethically, financially or environmentally.

POPULATION
Australia’s fertility rate is reducing to 1.6, which will eventually result in a gradually
decreasing population without sufficient immigration. All the more reason to welcome those
in need, fleeing warfare and environmental degradation (e.g. Climate Refugees). If the
reducing trend in birthrates occurs globally we may be able to reverse a lot of the damage to
the land, sea and air we have caused. But it may be too slow to reduce damage to the planet
sufficiently rapidly without also reducing consumption per person.
REDUCE, RE-USE, RECYCLE as well as LIFE-CYCLE ANALYSIS are also important and necessary but not
sufficient steps in themselves.

WHAT I AM DOING AND ASK YOU TO DO
I am vegan for ethical, environmental and health reasons. A lot of my food comes from our
food gardens. Would you consider at least eating less meat in your diet?
I am no longer in medical practice, but have replaced it with activities and study to heal the
environmental damage we have caused and are still causing. Our response to the current
pandemic has shown that many of us can work more efficiently, for less time and with less
travelling, thus reducing our impact on the environment, as long as the young can develop their social lives
with face-to-face activities.
Recently the ABC has shown a series on how to ‘live younger’,
covering exercise, mind and food, freely available on iView.
The Australian Walking and Cycling Conference 2021 also had
some very interesting presentations, particularly from a young
German mother now living in Wollongong, founder of ‘30 please’:
as you could guess, a plea for slowing down cars and trucks and
increasing active transport.
I have been involved for some years with ARRCC, The Australian
Religious Response to Climate Change, a multi-faith organisation
which LBC was indirectly involved in establishing a decade ago.
Whilst I would like it to welcome even people not identified with
a faith, it is a well-organised group working hard to educate
and motivate the faith communities to effective action on the
climate crisis. You might see various churches and other places
of worship participating currently in an ARRCC Campaign with
signs that we need stronger action on emissions reductions and
targets, and on 18th October Rabbi Jonathan participated in their
FAITHS 4 CLIMATE JUSTICE GLOBAL DAY OF ACTION, in the lead
up to the crucial COP 26 summit in Glasgow over the first two
weeks of November (ARRCC.org.au).
Marsha and I were members of LBC for many years when our children were growing up, and LBC’s steps to
put ‘Prayer into Action’ gave us the incentive to rejoin a few years ago. I hope this edition of Profile will help
our congregation to inform itself better about the climate crisis and I welcome discussion, and stand ready
to help create a better world.
Dr. John Merory MBBS 1969, FRACP 1976, MEnvSci 2000
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LIVING THE CHANGE

Living the Change

TOP TEN

Action

Saving kg CO2e (equivalent) per year

1

Avoid one return flight to Europe

9900

2

Switch to 100% Green Power

5900

3

Avoid one return flight across Australia or to New Zealand

3500

4

Change large car to hybrid car (plug-in hybrid better, electric best)

3000

5

Have one less car

1800

6

Become a vegan

1300

7

Halve the use of air conditioning at home

930

8

Eat 5 non-meat meals per week

900

9

Eat chicken instead of beef and lamb

640

Replace all incandescent/fluorescent lights with LED

300

10

Total CO2e saving each year if you did all of these

28.17 tonnes CO2e

Even if these are too big, every bit helps. We both use electric toothbrushes, but we only use one charger.
One can charge in the day, one overnight. That saves over 8kw per year on its own! We buy refills for dental
floss which saves throwing the plastic container out every time. We have rechargeable shabbat candles so
we don’t use candles which require energy for production and shipping, and produce heat and CO2 when
burning! We get our electricity from Amber Energy – which means always green, and we only get charged
the actual price of energy we are using, and can check the cost before we decide to switch on the washing
machine etc. A number of consumers doing this can avoid the need for a gas power station to start up – and
all save money as well. We try not to heat the oven when demand is high, and when we do use it, we cook
several things at the same time. Of course, microwave cooking uses much less energy. We try to cook with
electricity rather than gas. We keep the freezer well filled (this uses less energy). We use much less soap,
so we consume fewer raw materials and bottles, which need less transport, cause less pollution, and saves
money, by mixing liquid soap with water in foaming soap bottles (as we have at LBC). Shorter hair means
less shampoo and hot water. Get fabric masks and wash them – save more materials and energy. Meet
people on Zoom sometimes, rather than travelling to see them (though we may all be getting ‘zoomed out’).
And we have been doing much more walking and much less driving during Covid – so now we know we can.
Then, of course, there are the larger things like solar panels, double glazing, more insulation, draughtproofing, some of which not only save energy, but also money – and make life more comfortable (see the list
above). Can’t be bad. And everything you do, small or large, is putting Prayer into Action, and contributes
to Tikkun Olam – healing the world. Thank You!
RJKB
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A SHORT HISTORY OF JECO

A short history of JECO
The Jewish Ecological Coalition
After I was appointed to be Rabbi
at LBC in 2002, but before we
arrived in January 2003, I wrote
an article for Profile introducing
myself and our family. One of the
things I said was how concerned
I was for the environment, and
how we had built an underground
and highly energy efficient house
in London. This elicited several
responses: one was from Ruth
Beilin, who told me that they had
built an environmental house in
the Dandenongs with high levels
of insulation and composting
toilets, and that we should come
and visit. We first did so soon
after we arrived, and became
firm friends with Ruth and James,
visiting frequently and sometimes
dropping by on the off-chance,
always to a warm welcome. We
also celebrated the Bat Mitzvah
of their youngest daughter, Zoe
in our first year at LBC. In due
course we learned about their
plans to move to Dennington
near Warnambool, to design
and build a wonderful eco-home
on the dunes, and to establish
a smallholding and produce a
lot of their own food, a project
that has unfolded pretty much
as they planned. They are now
one of our most distant ‘country
memberships’ and we can no
longer drop in on the off chance,
but when we get there (or even
more recently on Zoom), the
welcome and conversations are
as great as always!
Another response to my article
was from Fairlie Nassau – she
and Dennis were in the process
of doing some environmental
building in North Caulfield,
and the house would be on the
market about the time we were
arriving. But it seemed too far
from Kew – so it was ironic that
some years later, to move so the
kids could be near King David, we

ended up living two houses away!
Fairlie told us about the B’nai
B’rith Eco group that they, along
with various other members of
LBC, were involved with. We
communicated about what they
were already doing and other
ideas that we could develop.
And soon after we arrived, at a
meeting in our home in Glen Iris,
we established JECO, the Jewish
Ecological Coalition, including
the B’nai B’rith Eco Group, JNF
and various congregations across
Melbourne – all the Progressive
ones, and Nitzan, the Masorti.
Over the years we had nibbles
of interest from a few others,
primarily because their members
were also involved with JECO,
but I am not sure that any others
ever joined up formally. Caring
for the environment seemed to be
a Progressive concern but not an
Orthodox one!
One of the early projects
was the recycling of mobile
phones, to refurbish and reuse
where possible, and to save
toxic materials from landfill by
stripping down and reusing
the components. For many
years we collected phones in

our box at LBC and at the other
constituents. In 2004 we held
our first major event – an EcoFair at LBC. It was then that the
indigenous garden was planted
at the rear of the shul – then a
broken and dry piece of stony
ground, but now a thriving, lush,
green area. We also installed
the little pathway connecting the
courtyard to the front path to
help traffic flow, and welcomed
more than 500 visitors to our
20 eco-stalls. Since then, JECO
managed to gain tax deductibility
status, thanks to a huge amount
of work, principally by then
Treasurer Dennis Nassau. It
staged subsequent ecofestivals at Sholom Aleichem
College in Elsternwick and at
St Kilda Synagogue, and, right
up to Covid, ran a wide variety
of educational and practical
sessions, annual Clean-Up
Australia days, tree-planting,
talks, demonstrations and film
showings. When we built our
7-star Eco-House in Camberwell,
it became ‘the JECO Showhouse’,
and hosted quarterly opendays. JECO also become involved
with the Jewish Christian
...continued overleaf
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A SHORT HISTORY OF JECO ...continued | THE JEWISH CLIMATE NEWTWORK
compiled a booklet about the
Jewish responsibility to care for
the environment, with a host of
practical steps, which was sent
out with every Rosh Hashanah
edition of the Australian Jewish
News in Melbourne and Sydney.

As sponsors of the Port Philip
Eco-House, JECO approached
them to launch a joint project
which has now been running there
every month for some years – a
Repair Café, where people bring
household items, equipment,
clothing, bikes, that need fixing.
The only stipulation is that they
have to stay and watch and learn
– no charge but they can make
a donation! Every repaired item
is weighed to tot up how much
has been saved from landfill!
Dina Burgess and Marg Masur
were among those members
active for many years, during
which time we have had articles
in the Jewish press, and always
have a stand at the In One Voice
Festival, and a few years ago we

About 3 years ago, a new
group emerged in the Jewish
community, suddenly aware and
concerned about climate change.
Despite all our best efforts, ‘they
knew not JECO’, so I introduced
them. They had contacts and
money – but no tax deductibility,
which is even harder to obtain
these days. Those who had been
leading JECO for 15 years were
tired of the limited interest and
response from the community,
and were ready for some new
blood. So, introductions having
been made, the two were married!
The new group became the JECO
Committee, and the ‘Jewish
Climate Network’ was born, as by
far JECO’s largest project to date.
It has a dynamic director, Joel

Lazar, a field worker, and a great
new team. It has been organising
great panels and speakers on
Zoom, and once we can start
meeting in person, it has a range
of programs ready to commence.
It seems its time has come, and
the message is finally getting out
across the whole Jewish world –
and not a moment too soon!
I and other members of LBC
have worked hard to get this
crucial message across, and we
should be aware and proud of
what we have achieved, to lay
the background. Now the work
begins in earnest. Please sign up
– and do all you can to help!
Rabbi Jonathan

LINKS

Muslim Association of Australia,
when it helped launch the new
environmental interfaith group
‘GreenFaith’ (today the Melbourne
part of ARRCC, the Australian
Religious Response to Climate
Change).

JECO.org.au
JCN.org.au

The Jewish Climate Network
On Sunday 10th October the Jewish Climate
Network organised a special hour-long panel
and with Eytan Lenko, Professor Lesley
Hughes, Anna Skarbek and Dr Katie Allen,
Liberal MP for Higgins.
There was a recording which is worth
watching and can be found at
JCN.org.au
One of the key takeaways was that private
sector, government and community all have
a crucial role in accelerating the solutions.
Therefore, as voters, consumers, influencers,
community, and family members, we are each
a key piece of the puzzle.
Judaism teaches powerfully: You can't do it
all, but you must do something. JCN exists
to support you to do that something, to help
turn 'the ship' around a fraction of a degree.
So, if you want to take that next step, please
reach out to us at info@jcn.org.au, visit our
website: www.jcn.org.au, or host a "climate
conversation" with your friends or family.

If you'd like to support
JCN's work, to run events
like these and continue
empowering more
community members to
tackle this monumental
challenge, they would
deeply appreciate it.
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Please visit JCN.org.au and join up.
JCN is a project of JECO.org.au,
the Jewish Ecological Coalition.

SPECIAL FEATURE - THOUGHTS ON CLIMATE CHANGE
S P E C I A L F E AT U R E - C L I M AT E C H A N G E E D I T I O N

Thoughts
on Climate
Change

Tom Beer

I admire the works of the late Clive
James and find myself in general
agreement with his literary and
cultural likes (Proust, for example)
and dislikes (Milton, for example).
It is thus disturbing to find that in
2011 he believed that in reporting
climate change the media had
been “duped into communicating
poppycock” (James 2011 p. 338).
Why did he adopt such a position?
He objected to the way in which
the climate community predicted
that “dire things would happen
tomorrow, rather than the day
after tomorrow when they would
be harder to check up on.” The
hyperbole in the lead up to the
Copenhagen Conference when it
was announced that it was our
“last chance to save the Planet”
particularly annoyed him.
This illustrates the difficulty
that scientists have in
communicating the complexity of
a slowly manifesting, long-term
phenomenon with large inherent
variability to which the solution
becomes progressively more
draconian the longer mitigation
efforts are delayed. Though it
was clear to Clive James that the
Copenhagen Conference failed
to achieve any meaningful result,
what was not clear to him in 2011
was that a political consensus
developed to avoid a repetition
of that fiasco. This bore fruit and
culminated in the Paris Agreement
(French: l'Accord de Paris).
The shift in international
perceptions was guided partly
by events such as the extreme

bushfires in Australia, Canada,
the US and the Mediterranean
and partly by political processes
that replaced climate-sceptic
politicians with those more
willing to act in the face of global
warming. There is thus an
expectation on nations to make
commitments to achieve ‘net zero
emissions by 2050’ at COP26 in
Glasgow in November 2021.
The 2019-20 bushfire season
exceeded all recorded Australian
bushfires in terms of duration,
and in the number of homes
destroyed. This led to fire chiefs,
fire victims and politicians from
opposition parties attacking the
present government for doing too
little to deal with the increased
risk of bushfires because of
climate change.
My contribution was to write
a letter to the Melbourne daily
newspaper, The Age, recollecting
the scientific paper that I and my
CSIRO colleagues produced in
1988 (Beer et al. 1988). This was
the first scientific examination
of bushfire danger under climate
change. The paper states that
under a scenario in which the
carbon dioxide is doubled the fire
danger every year on average
would be larger than the fire
danger during the year in which
the terrible Ash Wednesday
fires occurred. I also wrote: “It
appears to have been a perceptive
comment.”
This was followed by an article
in the Australian edition of The
Guardian (Readfearn 2019)
describing me as “the scientist
who predicted the bushfire
emergency four decades ago”.
This article, in turn, led to various
other interviews that culminated
in a press release from the Climate
Council (Climate Council 2020)
describing me as the “Godfather
of Australian Science” in the
headline, though the text modified

this to call me “Australia’s
godfather of climate and bushfire
science”.
I remain equivocal as to whether
it is a good thing or a bad thing to
be described as “The Godfather”.
The 1972 crime movie of the same
name provides sinister undertones
to such nomenclature and also
implies a power and influence
that I do not feel that I possess.
Nevertheless, the appellation
tickled my vanity wherein the
religious analogy is probably more
apt: a kindly soul who is charged
with ensuring that the godchild
follows a sober and truthful path –
but is usually totally ignored.
The Australian political process
has its bizarre aspects that
encourage politicians to ignore
climate change if they possibly
can. Overseas audiences are
astounded to learn of the long list
of leaders of Australian political
parties that lost their leadership
because of their position on
climate change; irrespective of the
position. The ascent of Barnaby
Joyce back to the leadership of
the Nationals is just the latest
example. It does not encourage
domestic optimism.
Even though the international
community has embraced the
challenge of keeping the global
mean temperature rise to below
2oC (the aspirational target of
1.5oC can no longer be met),
converting undertakings into
successful action will be difficult.
I started with a quote from a
writer. Let me end with one from
another writer (Walt, 2021): “If the
worst-case forecasts on climate
change turn out to be correct –
and it is getting harder to discount
them – then the next 80 years will
see a series of transformations
in human life that will make
both 9/11 and the global war on
terrorism that it unleashed seem
like a minor distraction.”
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James C. 2011, A Point of View, Picador (Pan Macmillan) London.

Readfearn G. 2019 'What could I have done?' The scientist who predicted the bushfire
emergency four decades ago, The Guardian, 16 November 2019. See:
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/nov/17/what-could-i-havedone-the-scientist-who-predicted-the-bushfire-emergency-four-decades-ago
Walt, S. 2021, A century on, how 9/11 will be remembered., Australian Financial
Review 10 September 2021, page 3R.
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GOING ELECTRIC

GOING ELECTRIC
Is this the time to buy an electric vehicle (EV)? A brief introduction from Rabbi Jonathan.

Don’t worry about range anxiety:
The average drive in Australia (pre-Covid) is 20km. Even a more affordable 2nd
hand Nissan Leaf ZE1 will give 220+ real-world kms. Sue & I drove around the
Tasmanian West-Coast Wilderness in ours (pic above) between lockdowns in
January! With increasing ranges and more charge points, it is already perfectly
feasible to drive around Victoria, or to Adelaide or Sydney.

Easy charging:
All EVs can be charged from a regular domestic power point if you have a drive or garage.
SLOW – overnight: This is the slowest way – but once a week or when needed is enough!
MEDIUM – say 4-6 hrs to full, or an hour gives say 40km from a dedicated home charger.
FAST – some commercial or council chargers are MEDIUM, but some are super-fast – 15-30 mins to 80%
full (to protect the battery the last 20% takes longer) or say 5 mins to add 100kms.

Costs:

Safety:

Charging – slow at home is
cheapest, medium is medium,
fast is highest priced, but even
that is less than half the cost
of petrol or diesel. Charging
at home can be only cents/kw.
Some council and shopping
mall chargers are free (it only
cost us $2 to drive round
Tassie!).

EVs are some of the safest
vehicles available (in fact the
Tesla model 3 is THE safest
vehicle ever tested). The weight
of the battery, distributed evenly
across the floor of the car, gives
great roadholding and handling.
Petrol is inherently flammable
and, though rare, vehicle fires
in petrol cars may be as much
as ten times MORE likely than in
EVs.

Purchase – yes, EVs are more
expensive to buy – but much
cheaper to run, not only
because of cheaper charging
costs, but also much cheaper
maintenance as an electric
motor is vastly simpler than
an engine (a motor has
basically one moving part!).
They probably only need one
service each year which is also
cheaper and more convenient.
Depreciation will be less as
EVs last longer, and demand
is higher than supply, whilst
petrol cars will be dumped in
increasingly larger and larger
numbers, flooding the market.

Other advantages:
Of course, the most obvious
example is that you are avoiding
emissions and saving the
planet (at most the emissions
savings from the first year of
the car’s life will compensate
for the extra materials in the
battery – after that it is saving
the world every day!). Even if
electricity is generated from
dirty coal, it is still much cleaner
to drive electric. Most charging
networks use green energy, and
you can easily ensure this for
your home charging.

Batteries usually have a warranty
of 7-8 years, are likely to last even
longer, can be used in less demanding
applications like home storage after
exchange, and will then be recycled.

Performance:
EVs have impressive acceleration
(useful to overtake safely or get out of
trouble).

So quiet and refined:
There is no engine, so no engine
noise – instead you may just hear a
quiet whir from the motors, as well
as the usual tyre noise and the wind
passing the streamlined body. In
fact, EVs have to have a synthesised
noise when going at slow speed to
make sure pedestrians can hear them
coming! When stationary, no engine
noise, no vibration, no emissions for
other people to breathe in. Way more
relaxing if you have to sit in traffic.
There is currently a $3000 incentive
from the Victorian Government to buy
an EV (though they will also charge
you 2.5c/km or about $2-300/year for
road maintenance since you are not
paying tax on petrol).

Of course, buying a new car is a great deal of money, and, although an EV will help the environment
through its life, whereas a conventional car will damage it through its life, we all know there are many
needy recipients, individuals and organisations, that we should also bear in mind when considering such a
large expenditure.
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NAKURU | SOLAR POWER FOR LBC

Nakuru, LBC and
climate change
I suspect that not many people
have heard of Nakuru, a town in
Kenya about 200km north-west of
Nairobi.
It lies on the edge of the Great
Rift Valley, which extends through
Africa from Egypt to South
Africa. The town’s high altitude
means that the temperature
rarely rises above 25 degrees
and the Africans refer to that as
“perpetual spring”. Nakuru was
famous for its beautiful lake,
a nesting place for thousands
of flamingoes looking, from a
distance, like a massive pink
carpet.
During colonial times, Nakuru
had a thriving Jewish population,
mainly made up of refugees from
Nazi Europe, many of whom, my
parents included, were sent to
the neighbouring farms as part
of the “Plough Scheme”. After
the war, some of the refugees
bought land and started farming,
others moved into the town. As is
often the case, the Jews became
prominent in various fields of
endeavour and, at one time, the
mayors of both Nakuru and of
Nairobi were Jewish.
Nakuru had a small synagogue,
with a minister – he was a trained
cantor from Germany and acted

as the rabbi, and a Torah, brought
there after the war via North
Africa. That is where LBC comes
in – in the time between the Mau
Mau uprising and the granting
of independence in 1963, most
of the European population left
Kenya, many went to the UK,
some to America and some to
Australia. Among those who came
to Melbourne were my parents
and Robert and Stephanie Heller,
and they brought the Nakuru
Torah with them – it now resides
at LBC.
Climate change has wrought
havoc in Nakuru. Drought
and floods have changed the
composition of the water, causing
the flamingoes (and tourists)
to go elsewhere. The native
population’s farms are no longer
productive and there is famine
and hardship in the area.

home with 160 children, mostly
without parents, run by the Child
Welfare Society of Kenya. We are
trying to establish a direct link to
send support to them.
In the meantime, donations,
however small, can be made
through “Greenpeace Africa”:
https://www.greenpeace.org/
africa/en/
Many thanks
Ruth Taft

Because of LBC’s special
relationship with Nakuru, I would
like to try, in a small way, to
alleviate some of the suffering
there. Rabbi Jonathan has
suggested that it might make
a small difference if we can
send donations, given that the
difficulties seem to be, at least in
part, due to climate change. The
synagogue is now a Children’s

SOLAR POWER FOR LBC in 2022?
We have recently made an application for a matching 1
for 1 grant to the Victorian Government for a substantial
solar installation and are hoping for a successful
outcome. It would not only dramatically reduce our
emissions but also cut our running costs into future
years. Watch out for news and ways to assist.
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MEMBERS' PROFILE - JONATHAN TAFT

Jonathan Taft
From lay leader to celebrity chef at Sukkot and Chanukah barbecues,
these are but two roles performed by Jonathan, a member of the
extended Taft family, so integral to the history of the LBC.

B

oris Tafipolsky and Ettel
Zeigermacher, Jonathan’s
paternal grandparents
were married in Constantinople
(Istanbul) en route to Melbourne
with other family members
in 1922 to join the two Taft
brothers, Misha and Grisha who
had set up Taft’s pen shop in the
city. Ettel, a medical graduate
from Geneva before WW1 (there
were quotas against Jews in
Russia), and a close friend of
Boris’s sister, Sarah, from medical
school, ran a field hospital on
the eastern front during 1916
-1917. After the revolution, Ettel
returned to her home town in the
Ukraine, an area close to where
the Tafts lived and where she
worked in the field of infectious
diseases.
Their only child Eric (b1923), a
medical graduate from Melbourne
University, who specialized in
dermatology, only retired from
private practice aged 93 years
and died 2 years ago. He treated
many LBC members. In 1928,
Evelyn, Jonathan’s mother, came
to Australia from Bialystok as a
small child with her parents, Ethel
and Nathan Sibel. Evelyn grew up
in New Zealand and completed
a science degree in Dunedin
prior to studying dietetics in
Melbourne. After marriage in
1948, Eric and Evelyn spent
several years in England where
Eric completed his Physician

Fellowship and Evelyn worked for
the Ministry of Food, which ran
the rationing program to ensure
a properly balanced diet for the
population during, and for several
years, post WW2.
The family settled in Kew and
Jonathan, (b1952), was joined by
three sisters, Judy, Deborah and
Natalie. All four siblings attended
primary school at Mt Scopus
College and Jonathan completed
secondary school at University
High School prior to studying
medicine at Melbourne University.
A year’s hospital experience in
Sheffield (UK) followed prior to
commencing a PhD studying
vitamin D metabolism at the Royal
Melbourne Hospital. Jonathan’s
interest in endocrinology led into
research of kidney complications
in diabetes, an area he pursued
in private practice, initially in
his father’s rooms where he
credits his father with teaching
him clinical skills. Subsequently,
Jonathan branched out into
the eastern suburbs and more
recently he consults at Box Hill
and Knox Hospitals.
The family celebrated Friday
nights, observed festivals and
regularly attended synagogue.
Jonathan celebrated his Bar
Mitzvah at TBI with Rabbi Sanger
officiating. In the mid 1960s,
with the family now living in Kew,
the family joined LBC at Lorne

Grove and Jonathan became
an active member of the youth
group, “Club 15”, leading to a
role as president. At a working
bee in 1998 and with LBC now
established in Harp Rd., Jonathan
was invited to join the Board,
became vice president and 2
years later stepped into the
president’s shoes in which role
he led the Rabbinic Search group
which brought Rabbi Jonathan
and his family to LBC. As a Board
member over a 24 year span,
Jonathan has served on the
Ritual, Care, Membership and
Maintenance committees and
received a Vatik award for his
ongoing commitments. Between
rabbis, he had learnt how to
lead services and, with some
Hebrew revision, to read the
Torah, roles he found challenging
and enjoyable and, in particular,
spoke of his satisfaction in
making this contribution to LBC.
An example of Jonathan’s deep
and thoughtful interpretation of
the Torah was published in the
May Profile discussing the all
important subject of “Justice”.
In 1977 Jonathan married
Margaret (Margi) Kreuzer at
a synagogue attended by her
family in Caulfield. Her parents,
Josef and Anna Kreuzer, lost their
entire family in the holocaust and
came to Australia after the war.
Margi, a graduate from Monash
University, taught History and
...continued overleaf
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English at several schools, in
particular at Wesley College
where she became director of
admissions prior to becoming
principal at the King David School
from 1998 to 2000. A move to
the Australian Centre for the
Study of Jewish Civilization at
Monash University enabled Margi
to complete a PhD which was
published as a book called ‘The
Emergence and Development of
the Holocaust Witness’. Another
book ‘A Second Chance’ followed.
Then ‘The Making of Yiddish
Melbourne’ followed, prior to her
current project, a biography of
Leo and Mina Fink, grandparents
of LBC member, Michael Fink.
Jonathan and Margi have 2
children. Daniel (b1982), is an
electrical engineer married to
Ganit. They have 2 sons, Nathan
(9) and Jonah (6) who attend King
David School. Their daughter

Jessica (b1984), is a lawyer at the
Court of Appeal.
A love of history and travel
inspired a ‘roots trip’ for
Jonathan, his sisters and Eric
to discover traces of old family
towns in Russia and Poland
associated with the Taft family
and included a visit to the
synagogue in Istanbul where
Eric’s parents were married.
With reservations, being the
child of holocaust survivors,
Margi more recently led a
‘March of the Living’ tour to
Poland with Jonathan serving
as medical officer. The group
included survivors who presented
moving testimonies. They both
found resonance with Polish
culture, food and language
and witnessed preservation of
Jewish life including functioning
synagogues. Jonathan located
a family grave and Margi visited

Do Not Ask Me
to Remember
Author: Owen Darnell
Ena Black sent this poem about
dementia. Let us all remember how
very much more painful Covid has
made this already agonising slow
departure, when we can’t visit, hold
and stroke and kiss our loved ones
who are on this sad journey.

homes and shops where her
family had lived. Although
the death camp visits were
challenging, Jonathan relates how
they found it inspiring to march
from Auschwitz to Birkenau
behind thousands of Jewish
students. In contrast, the ‘March’
finished in Israel in time for Yom
Ha’atzmaut.
For relaxation Jonathan enjoys
reading history. The whole
family shares an obsession in
supporting the Collingwood
football team which dates back to
a 6 year old Eric whose neighbour
was a relation of a Collingwood
player. On Rabbi JKBs arrival
in Melbourne, Jonathan lost no
time in introducing his family
to football and in particular the
Collingwood team!
Val Silberberg

Do not ask me to remember,
Don’t try to make me understand,
Let me rest and know you’re with me,
Kiss my cheek and hold my hand.
I’m confused beyond your concept,
I am sad and sick and lost.
All I know is that I need you
To be with me at all cost.
Do not lose your patience with me,
Do not scold or curse or cry.
I can’t help the way I’m acting,
Can’t be different though I try.
Just remember that I need you,
That the best of me is gone,
Please don’t fail to stand beside me,
Love me ’til my life is done.
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WHAT IS COP26? | WORDS OF WISDOM FROM THE KIDS

What is Cop26?
World leaders, high-level officials, activists and
industry groups are gathering in Glasgow for
the COP26 climate conference over the first two
weeks of November. Apart from last year, in the
midst of Covid, COPs (Conference of the Parties)
happen every year, but this one is seen as critical
for a number of reasons.
Crucially, the longer the world waits to act, the
harder it is going to be to limit the warming and
climate change that threaten to radically alter our
way of life.
The latest massive climate change report from
the IPCC in August was described as "code red for
humanity", and said ‘Climate change widespread,
rapid, and intensifying’. That's bad.
This is the first COP since the pandemic hit and
also since the US rejoined the Paris Agreement,
making ambitious new climate commitments
along the way. And this is the first meeting since
a key Paris Agreement deadline binding countries
to ramp up their emission reduction targets was
struck at a previous meeting, COP21.
Other key moments in COP history you might
remember include the 1997 signing of the
Kyoto Protocol and youth climate activist Greta
Thunberg's 2019 speech blasting global leaders
for inaction.
As we now know, Australian Prime Minister Scott
Morrison has belatedly agreed to attend the COP
26 talks and will presumably attend the G20 talks
beforehand in Rome, since Australia is a member.
CNN reports that our government was becoming
increasingly isolated in international efforts on
the crisis.
More than 100 world leaders, including US
President Joe Biden, have confirmed their

Deeper cuts to CO2 emissions, like from this
coal-fired power plant, are going to be critical. (AP)

attendance at the talks hosted by the United
Kingdom, a close ally of Australia.
The question of whether he can bring some of the
Nationals as well as his own party to agree to net
zero by 2050 was unresolved as we went to press
- what is clear is that we need strong targets much
sooner, by 2030, rather than kicking it off for 3
decades.
(A summary based on 9 News and CNN reports)

Words of wisdom from the kids
Solar panels are really good
to help stop climate change,
so they should be cheaper
so we can all have them

- Victor
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The life of the planet is
just as important as the
life of a person so we
should take care of it

- Bella

ARTICLE - IT ISN'T ALL BAD | LBC POLICY
ARTICLE

It isn't all bad
I’ve been racking my brains to find some good things that have come out of the
Covid pandemic.
I have thought of a few:
There has been a slight easing of
pollution levels as fewer planes
have been flying and there are
fewer cars on the roads.
Innovation, especially in the
creation of vaccines, but probably
in the field of business too.
Working from home means less
commuting time and more family
time.
Parents have more of an idea of
what their children are learning at
school

Many of us have established a
routine of daily walks giving us
time to enjoy nature, which we
otherwise don’t have the time to
do.
We have found different ways to
connect with one other - Zoom
has become a household word.
Most art galleries and museums,
many of which we are unlikely to
visit physically, have online tours
and many universities are offering
online courses, some of which are
free of charge.

Apparently, the Venice canals
have been cleaned up and fish
are returning, due to reduced
tourism.
I personally have improved my
tech skills, have tried numerous
new recipes, (with varying
degrees of success), and have
discovered Netflix and online
grocery and gift shopping.
I believe that it is good
psychologically to try and find the
silver lining, so I challenge you to
come up with some more!
Ruth Taft
Constructed by Marcus
Canning, and standing in
Fremantle, this 9 metre
high and 19 metres long
rainbow constructed
from nine recycled
shipping containers is
a symbol of hope and
inspiration.

LBC policies
on bullying and improper behaviour, and child protection.
Recently the Management Committee agreed on terms of
a bullying and improper behaviour policy. The policy has
wide implications but is simply in place to prevent improper
behaviour between people.
We have also updated our Child Protection Policy. This is
mandated by Government. The Management Committee
is obliged to review it annually so that all its members are
familiar with it. The full details of our policies are on the
LBC website.
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PROUDLY VACCINATED

THE LBC MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
HAS ADOPTED THE FOLLOWING
POLICY:
In accordance with the Government and
Committee of Management rules, for the
safety and wellbeing of our congregants
and in order to allow maximum permitted
attendance at services, only people who are
double vaccinated will be able to attend in
person, though of course anyone will be able
to join us online. To avoid embarrassment,
we must stress that people attending in
person will be required to have proof of
double vaccinations, or, for the safety of all
present, they will not be able to enter.
Government says that if anyone is unvaccinated we can only allow 20 people as a maximum.

If all are vaxed we can have a maximum of 150.

You may be familiar with a story like this:
A family did not want to be
vaccinated, even though
they knew there was a lifethreatening pandemic going
on around them. The Premier
said 'wear a mask', and the
Chief Medical Officer added
'and get double-vaccinated.
This is a very infectious and
potentially deadly disease'.
The Prime Minister assured
everyone that there were
sufficient vaccines, so we
could get back to normal as
soon as possible'. The Premier
reminded everyone of the
impossible load the doctors
and nursing staff of the health
service could face, and the
fact that people would die,
not only from Covid but also
when they couldn't be treated
promptly for heart attacks and
other emergencies. The family
seemed deaf to this, as they
repeated 'No thanks, we trust

in God. We are God-fearing
people and God will look after
us'. Their friends said 'You
must wear your masks, or you
put us all at risk', but they
gave them the same reply.
Their GP said 'No, really, you
should get vaccinated.' But
the husband was maybe just a
bit scared of needles. The wife
said 'We know that God will
protect us'. Then the husband
got sick. He didn't get tested.
'It's just a cold', he wheezed.
One of the children rapidly got
sick and had to be taken to
hospital. 'It's Covid' said the
doctors. 'You really should get
the other children vaccinated
- it might still give them some
protection'. But the parents,
though both by now seriously
unwell, continued to insist
that God would look after
them. 'Give the vaccines to
someone who needs them,
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to a family that doesn't have
faith in God's saving power.
We'll be OK'. Sadly they were
wrong, and, after a terrifying
but unsuccessful week on
ventilators in intensive care,
they both found themselves
standing by the Pearly Gates,
face to face with God. 'Oh
God, what happened?' they
croaked, painfully. 'We have
always prayed to You and
had complete faith that You'd
save us'. And God said 'I
know my children, I know you
did. I really don't know what
happened: I sent masks and 2
vaccinations for each of you.'

LBC COMMUNITY CALENDAR
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November 2021

Kheshvan • Kislev 5782

Note that all events are subject to the restrictions at the time,
and require masks and proof of vaccinations

Mon 1 November 2021 | 26 Kheshvan

Fri 19 November 2021 | 15 Kislev

•

•
•

16:45 No SH'MA Melb cup W/E

Wed 3 November 2021 | 28 Kheshvan
•

19:30 Deborah's Well

Thu 4 November 2021 | 29 Kheshvan
•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group

Fri 5 November 2021 | 1 Kislev

Rosh Chodesh Kislev
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
19:40 Candle lighting

Sat 6 November 2021 | 2 Kislev

Parashat Toldot
•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE
20:49 Havdalah

Mon 8 November 2021 | 4 Kislev
•

16:45 SH'MA TERM 4

Fri 12 November 2021 | 8 Kislev
•
•
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
17:00 Intro to Judaism class
(both online and in-person)
18:30 Kabbalat Shabbat musical service
(both online and in-person)
19:48 Candle lighting

Sat 13 November 2021 | 9 Kislev
Parashat Vayetzei

•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
20:57 Havdalah

09:15 Friday Morning walks
19:55 Candle lighting

Sat 20 November 2021 | 16 Kislev

Parashat Vayishlakh
•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:05 Havdalah

Sun 21 November 2021 | 17 Kislev
•

10:00 MITZVAH DAY AT LBC
(both online and in-person activities)

Mon 22 November 2021 | 18 Kislev
•

16:45 SH'MA TERM 4

Thu 25 November 2021 | 21 Kislev
•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group

Fri 26 November 2021 | 22 Kislev
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
20:03 Candle lighting

Sat 27 November 2021 | 23 Kislev

Parashat Vayeshev
•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:12 Havdalah

Sun 28 November 2021 | 24 Kislev
Chanukah: 1 Candle

•
•

10:30 Progressive Judaism
- Past to Future (1) - HOS
20:00 Candle lighting on-line

Mon 29 November 2021 | 25 Kislev

Sun 14 November 2021 | 10 Kislev

Chanukah: 2 Candles

•

•
•

16:30 Jewish Jam (back in person)

Mon 15 November 2021 | 11 Kislev
•

16:45 SH'MA TERM 4

Thu 18 November 2021 | 14 Kislev
•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group

16:45 SH'MA TERM 4
20:00 Candle lighting on-line

Tue 30 November 2021 | 26 Kislev

Chanukah: 3 Candles
•

20:00 Candle lighting on-line
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EVENT - CROSSROADS CONVERSATION

GO TO

crossroadsconversation
.com.au
FOR DETAILS
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EVENT - MITZVAH DAY

We are excited that

MITZVAH
DAY
is coming up soon!
Mitzvah Day is a day when Jewish people around the world do a Mitzvah
together in their communities.

(See https://mitzvahday.org.au/ for more information.)
This year Mitzvah Day is celebrated on

SUNDAY 21 NOVEMBER 2021
Pencil it in. Join as a family. Join with friends. Join on your own.
Everyone is welcome to participate.
LBC activities are as follows:
10-11am: Join us for an on-line event on LBC members' COVID-19 vaccine
experiences & get some information and help to move forward in a Covid world.
Hear from people in our community in various age groups talking about their
vaccination experiences. There will also be volunteers on hand to help make
vaccine appointments and assist with arrangements to get people to vaccination
appointments. Link will be circulated via e-Profile closer to the event.
1:30-3:00pm: Join us at LBC if you're double vaccinated (regulations
permitting) or on line for three activities:

Feel free to
drop in for
some or join
for the whole
time.

• card making • litter pick up • view a short film with multicultural
perspectives on doing a mitzvah, featuring last year's sh'ma students
If you're on line - gather some paper, crayons and your imaginations to make cards with us! Then, get a
bag and gloves ready for the clean-up! We'll coach you to go out into your neighborhood to pick up rubbish
and be waiting for you when you're back! Do take some pictures as you’re collecting litter or with your litter
collection!
If in person, we'll have everything that you need, but feel free to bring things with you!

LBC's COVID-19 vaccination program
is supported by FECCA small grants
program. The film creation was
supported by funding provided by
the Victorian Government through
the Multicultural Festivals & Events
Program.

For more information, email Hannah Blount [hannah@lbc.org.au]
or call Deborah Ogawa 0451 600805.
Find out more about Mitzvah Day at mitzvahday.org.au.
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EVENT - CHANUKAH

WOW

Chanukah

is impossibly early this year!
Join us every day:
Sunday 28th Nov - First night
Monday 29th Nov - 2nd night
Tuesday 30th Nov - 3rd night
Wednesday 1st Dec - 4th night
Thursday 2nd Dec - 5th night
Friday 3rd Dec - 6th night
Saturday 4th Dec - 7th night

8pm each night of Chanukah - join us online at
please contact the office for ONLINE (with
access
https://zoom.us/j/93047995090
the password 'lbc')

to light and learn.
COME & SHARE the

SUNDAY SIZZLE
for the last night:

Sunday 5th Dec - 8th night
Except for the lighting at 8pm,
this event will not be streamed.

Sausages and burgers - meat and vegetarian!
Bring your family and a salad or non-dairy dessert
plate to share, and join us to light the candles,
celebrate Chanukah, eat and socialise safely in the
LBC courtyard.
As with all LBC events, over-16s must check in and be double-vaccinated.
Masks must be worn by all over 12s (except when eating and drinking!).
Organised by Ritual and Membership Groups
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December 2021

Kislev • Tevet 5782

Note that all events are subject to the restrictions at the time,
and require masks and proof of vaccinations

Wed 1 December 2021 | 27 Kislev

Sat 11 December 2021 | 7 Tevet

Chanukah: 4 Candles

Parashat Vayigash

•

•
•

20:00 Candle lighting on-line

Thu 2 December 2021 | 28 Kislev

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:25 Havdalah

Chanukah: 5 Candles

Sun 12 December 2021 | 8 Tevet

•
•

•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group
20:00 Candle lighting on-line

Fri 3 December 2021 | 29 Kislev

10:30 Progressive Judaism - Past to Future (2)
- HOS

Mon 13 December 2021 | 9 Tevet

16:45 SH'MA TERM 4 (last for the year)

Chanukah: 6 Candles

•

•
•

Tue 14 December 2021 | 10 Tevet

09:15 Friday Morning walks
20:10 6th night Chanukah, Shabbat Candle
lighting and on-line

Sat 4 December 2021 | 30 Kislev
Chanukah: 7 Candles
Parashat Miketz
Rosh Chodesh Tevet

•
•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
20:00 Candle lighting on-line
21:19 Havdalah

Sun 5 December 2021 | 1 Tevet

Chanukah: 8 Candles
Rosh Chodesh Tevet
•
•

18:30 CHANUKAH COMMUNITY BBQ
20:00 Candle lighting on-line

Mon 6 December 2021 | 2 Tevet

Chanukah: 8th Day
•

16:45 SH'MA TERM 4

Fri 10 December 2021 | 6 Tevet
•
•
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
17:00 Intro to Judaism class
(both online and in-person)
18:30 Kabbalat Shabbat musical service (both
online and in-person)
20:16 Candle lighting

Asara B'Tevet

Thu 16 December 2021 | 12 Tevet
•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group

Fri 17 December 2021 | 13 Tevet
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
20:21 Candle lighting

Sat 18 December 2021 | 14 Tevet
Parashat Vay'khi

•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:30 Havdalah

Thu 23 December 2021 | 19 Tevet
•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group

Fri 24 December 2021 | 20 Tevet
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
20:25 Candle lighting

Sat 25 December 2021 | 21 Tevet
Parashat Sh'mot

•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:33 Havdalah

Fri 31 December 2021 | 27 Tevet
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
20:27 Candle lighting
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CLIMATE ACTION SIGNS | WATCH OUT FOR SCAMS

Climate Action Signs
Available
If you’d like a car sticker or a sign to let others
know that you want climate action now, then let
Rabbi Jonathan know – 0449 758715

WATCH OUT FOR SCAMS!
New technologies have brought
rich new opportunities for
scammers, and they are
becoming more and more
convincing all the time.

I have very nearly been taken in more than once recently –
one time they even got my money, but because I insisted on
paying by PayPal, I was able to get it back. My mother was
taken in by a call claiming to be from Amazon and checking
that you had just ordered ’a new iphone’. Sue and I are
sometimes getting more than one each every day. I have
spoken to the police and to Consumer Affairs. They say there
is nothing they can do to stop these, though you should
report any incident to Scamwatch.gov.au (no phone number
but another online form!) and of course to the local police.
Basically, don’t get taken in, and don’t get scared if they tell
you that they are the ATO and you are under investigation,
or your credit card or your internet account are about to be
frozen! Don’t tell them anything about your computer, don’t
check anything they ask you to (as they will tell you things
to try convince you that they are legitimate) and NEVER give
them access. These are ALL scams. If you are concerned,
ask them for a phone number and say you’ll call them back.
If you get an email you are not expecting, or from an address
you don’t recognise, DO NOT OPEN any attachment. It is
safe to reply to it, saying ‘I am not opening this message as
I don’t recognise you – please tell me who you are’. Never
open an attachment unless you know who it comes from – it
can infect your computer and steal banking details etc. If it
is important, the sender will reply to you. Chances are you
won’t get a response!
Rabbi Jonathan
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LBC COMMUNITY CALENDAR

01 January 2022

Tevet • Sh’vat 5782

Note that all events are subject to the restrictions at the time,
and require masks and proof of vaccinations

Sat 1 January 2022 | 28 Tevet
Parashat Va'era

•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:35 Havdalah

Mon 3 January 2022 | 1 Sh’vat

Fri 21 January 2022 | 19 Sh’vat
•
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
17:00 Intro to Judaism class
(both online and in-person)
18:30 Kabbalat Shabbat musical service (both
online and in-person)
20:23 Candle lighting

Rosh Chodesh Sh'vat

•

Thu 6 January 2022 | 4 Sh’vat

Sat 22 January 2022 | 20 Sh’vat

•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group

Fri 7 January 2022 | 5 Sh’vat
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
20:27 Candle lighting

Sat 8 January 2022 | 6 Sh’vat

Parashat Bo
•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:35 Havdalah

Fri 14 January 2022 | 12 Sh’vat
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
20:26 Candle lighting

Sat 15 January 2022 | 13 Sh’vat

Parashat B'shalakh
•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:34 Havdalah

Parashat Yitro
•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:30 Havdalah

Thu 27 January 2022 | 25 Sh’vat
•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group

Fri 28 January 2022 | 26 Sh’vat
•
•

09:15 Friday Morning walks
20:18 Candle lighting

Sat 29 January 2022 | 27 Sh’vat

Parashat Mishpatim
•
•

10:00 SHABBAT SERVICE (online & in-person)
21:26 Havdalah

Mon 31 January 2022 | 29 Sh’vat
•

16:45 SH'MA

Mon 17 January 2022 | 15 Sh’vat
Tu BiShvat

Thu 20 January 2022 | 18 Sh’vat
•

20:00 B’yachad: LBC's singing group

LBC Office closed from Friday 17 December and will re-open Monday 10 January
For anything urgent, please contact Michael Taft – email president@lbc.org.au
or phone 0417431899. If you need to contact our Progressive Jewish Funeral Services,
contact Bet Olam direct on (03) 9883 6237, available 24/7.
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IN OUR COMMUNITY

Community Happenings Nov/Dec 2021 | Jan 2022

SIGNIFICANT
BIRTHDAYS

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

Michael Jonas
Nathan Moshinsky
Philip Bliss
Allan Goodrich

Helen Selby
Stephen Kaye
Wanda Will
Ann Geller

Elaine Cutler
Raymond Lubansky
Joseph Spring
Joel Cohen
Rena Lopata
Leon Bloom
George Deutsch

January
Dorothea Tropp-Boas’s 100th birthday!

ANNIVERSARIES

55th

David & Barbara Mushin

10th

Jock Orkin & Monica Petterson

To Rabbi Seth Phillips and Rabbi Karen Soria who have just become
grandparents. Their son Zac and Feigy, a teacher at King David school have
a son Yehuda. Rabbi Levi attended the brit milah. The baby’s grandfather,
Rabbi Seth Philips, was able to watch the proceedings from the USA, along
with Rabbi Gersh Zylberman and Rabbi Rayna Gevirtz from California. Both
Rabbi Gersh and Rabbi Rayna were at TBI for a time. Rabbi Zylberman is
Feygi’s first cousin. So there was a rabbinic contingent! Zac was born in
Melbourne and spent his first three years at LBC.
To Fay Kaufman, whose son Jonathan has been awarded one of the six
Melbourne Uni Chancellor’s awards given each year for the best PhD thesis.

MAZAL TOV

To Sue Rose and Gary Solomon and their daughter Louise and husband
Doron Lavan on the arrival of Ezra and Simmy.
To Lucy Butler and Andrew Eddy, Caroline Rose and Paul Butler on the
arrival of their child and first grandchild, Charlotte Rose Eddy.

We welcome new and returning Members and Friends:

WELCOME TO
NEW MEMBERS
AND FRIENDS

Rowan Nas
Tony Heselev and Sian Hughes with Sam,
Rosie and Matilda
Adina and Ian Wolters, with Dylan and Mitchell
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IN OUR COMMUNITY

Condolences
Condolences to:
• Alana Doe on the death of her uncle, John Carr.
• David, Caroline, Sue and Nigel and their families on the death of their mother, Esta Rose.
• Sandra Hacker on the death of her aunt, Marianne Schwarz.
• Leon Bloom, children Suzanne, Judith and David on the death of his wife and their
mother, and long standing and active LBC member, Marjorie Bloom.
• Batya Atlas, Tom and family on the death of Batya’s aunt, Riva Marcuson.

May their memory be a blessing to their family and to all who knew them.

Gratitude
GRATEFUL THANKS TO:
OUR VOLUNTEERS
Jerry Winston, Rebecca Lubansky, Susan Donath, Ailsa Jean, Akihiro Ogawa, Alan Feldman, Albert
Isaacs, Barry Aarons, Barry Novy, Caroline Oblak, David Filcoff, Deborah Ogawa, Fay Kaufman, Gary
Adler, George Deutsch, Henry Okraglik, Hugh Berryman Brook, Jane Beer, Janet Wolf Bau, Jeanne
Isaacs-Armitage, Jen Glaser, Joel Cohen, Jon Taft, Julie Contole, Karen Silberberg, Karl Charikar,
Kathy Deutsch, Lilian Cohen, Lisa Sylvan, Matthew Rose, Michael Fink, Michael Polack, Michael
Taft, Paul Rosham, Pierre Harcourt, Rebecca Lubansky, Rena Lopata, Rita Erlich, Rob Kendall, Ruth
Leibowitz, Ruth Taft, Sharene Hambur, Stephen Hacker, Sue Aarons, Susan Cohen, Tanya Warms,
Terri Nathan, Tom Beer, Tony Kerron, Val Silberberg, Vicki Brous, Victoria Gurvich, Greg Segal,
David Nathan, Ayal Marek, Maya Marek.

OUR DONORS (FOR THE PERIOD 21 JULY 2021 – 29 SEPTEMBER 2021)
Aarons, Barry & Sue
Ailsa Jean
Anonymous
Bloom, Leon & Marjorie
B'nai Brith Hatikvah
Brass, Philip & Vivien
Chakma, Tapu
Clark, Debbie
Cohen, Susan
Conroy, Janet
Davis, John & Nina
Deutsch, George &
Kathleen
Dr Philip Bliss OAM
Duband, Helga
Duband, Julian
Ercegg, Lorraine

Erlich, Rita
Exiner, Ron & Telford,
Elizabeth
Feldman, Alan
Fink, Elly
Freadman, Anne
Goldblatt, Craig &
Clarke, Debbie
Gottfried, Oskar
Grinwald, Jennifer
Grinwald, Paul
Hallam, Anthony
Hambur, Samuel &
Sharene
Harcourt, Alison
Harcourt, Pierre
Hesselberg, Graham

Hughes, Carol
Huze, Alec & Roslyn
Jacobs, Alan & Ruth
Joseph, Joseph &
Rebecca
Kastelan, Veronica
Lopata, Alexander &
Rena
Lowy, Cathy
Marmor, Sharon
Masur, Margaret
McCleery, Annette
Merory, John & Marsha
Messer, Paula
Nassau, Dennis & Fairlie
Petterson, Monica &
Orkin, John

Rechnic - Isaacs
Rooseboom, David
Rosham, Paul & Jane
Rozen, Michael & Jennifer
Sharp, Richard
Shiff, Geoffrey & Shirley
Silberberg, Valerie
Steele, Marian
Taft, Jonathan &
Margaret
Taft, Michael & Ruth
Tofler, Deborah
Tropp-Boas, Dorothea
Warms, Tanya & Opeskin,
Kenneth
Winston, Jerome
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LIBRARY REPORT | EDITORS NOTE

Zwinger Library Report
https//ZwingerLBC.librarika.com
Welcome everyone,
Since our last Profile we have been active in acquiring
new office equipment for our library.
This was possible with a grant from the Boroondara
council of which we are very appreciative. This
will make for a more ergonomic environment for
cataloguing items for the library.
I have also been able to buy some new books written
by Jewish authors or Jewish themed, to enhance our
library.
These are just a few, and as soon as we are able to
be back in the library, they will be on display in the
synagogue foyer for borrowing.
Hoping to be back in the library very soon.
Terri Nathan (Zwinger Library Convenor)

Dear Editor
The Yom Kippur service was just what I desperately needed yesterday
- a full day of reflection, healing, listening to beautiful music and
prayer. We marvel at Rabbi Jonathan's strength and energy - what he
accomplishes is truly remarkable. Wish we had a few more full days
like yesterday: stop the world, acknowledge our creator, show our deep
gratitude and inner peace, find harmony and universal love. Yesterday
was what my soul needed; it truly was a healing day. Hope you too had
a good day. Please thank Jonathan for a healing, spiritual Yom Kippur.
Anonymous

Letters should be sent
to ‘office@lbc.org.au and
marked ‘Letter to the Editor’

Editors’ note

This edition of Profile was edited by Ruth Taft and formatted by Jane Green from
EverlastingMagicDesign.

Please note that
the deadline for the
next issue of Profile
– February/March –
will be Monday 10th
January

Opinions expressed in Profile are those of the writer and do not necessarily
represent the views of the President/s or Committee of Management. Articles
may be edited for reasons of length or clarity. Advertisements will be accepted;
contact the office for details.
Profile is registered to Australia Post Publication No PP 325 999 10035

LBC CONTACT DETAILS:
Email office@lbc.org.au Phone 9819 7160
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new zoom link
Note that from 1st November we will
be using a new link for online activities
(unless otherwise advertised).
The link will be

https://zoom.us/j/93047995090
but you will need a password.

please contact the office

The password is the shul’s initials in
for
DETAILS
lower
case
(ie ‘lbc’).
You will no longer need to wait until
being admitted.

FACE TO FACE OR please contact the office for ONLINE access

live at lbc or please contact the office for online access

live at lbc or please contact the office for online access

live at lbc or please contact the office for online access

